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Figure 6: Four SNRs imaged in (dominantly) non-thermal X-rays (left)
and resolved in VHE !-rays with H.E.S.S. (right). a) RXJ1713.7!3946
with 1–3 keV data from ASCA (Uchiyama, Takahashi & Aharonian 2002),
b) RXJ0852.0!4622 with ROSAT (1.3–2.4 keV) (Aschenbach 1998), c)
RCW86 with 2–4 keV data from XMM-Newton (Vink et al. 2006) d)
SN1006 with Chandra archive data (0.5–10 keV). The H.E.S.S. data
are taken from Aharonian et al. (2006b, 2007d), Aharonian & et al. (2008),
Naumann-Godo & et al. (2006). The white scale bars are 0.5! long.
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Suzaku (XIS + HXD) Results

No. 6] Possible keV–TeV Correlation in the Reverse Shock 1223

Fig. 5. Unfolded Suzaku spectrum of Cassiopeia A. The error bars for
the XIS and PIN data are 1 ! , while those for the GSO are the 5 ! upper
limit.

and applied them to our analysis. The systematic error is
included in the error bar of each PIN spectral bin in figures 5
and 6. The PIN spectrum is less sensitive to the systematic
error of the background model.

After background subtraction, we found no GSO bins in the
spectra with detections that are statistically significant. We thus
display 5-sigma upper limits in figure 5. The 5-! upper limit is
1 ! 10"9 erg s"1 cm"2 in the 150–500 keV band by assuming
a photon index of unity. We did not use the GSO data for the
spectral analysis discussed below.

The over-all spectrum from Cassiopeia A consists of thermal
and non-thermal components. In fact, the emission lines from
the thermal component appear in the XIS band. The emission
lines are known to show a variety of Doppler shifts, and are
difficult to be precisely modeled (Holt et al. 1994; Willingale
et al. 2002). Since our paper mostly focuses on the non-
thermal component, we ignored the energy band dominated by
the line emission, and limited our analysis to the continuum-
dominated energy bands of 3.4–3.6, 4.2–6, and 8–14 keV from
the XIS spectra.

The S=N ratio of the HXD PIN spectra gradually drops
at around 40 keV. The counts in all of the PIN bins in the
15–40 keV band are three-times or more as large as the system-
atic error of the background. Consequently, for the HXD
PIN we limited our analysis to the 15–40 keV band, which we
analyzed jointly with the continuum dominated bands (3.4–3.6,
4.2–6, and 8–14 keV) of the XIS detectors.

Figure 6 shows the best-fit parameters of the model fitting.
According to a recent calibration report, the PIN normalization

Fig. 6. Best-fit models for the Suzaku XIS+PIN spectrum. The solid
line corresponds to the best-fit parameters of the cut-off power-law
model with thermal bremsstrahlung. The thermal and non-thermal
components of the model are also drawn with dashed lines. The
non-thermal component dominates the flux. The bottom panel shows
the residuals in terms of sigmas with error bars of size one.

of the Crab nebula is # 15% higher than that for the XIS.3

In our spectral fit we therefore multiply the normalization
constant for the PIN by 115%.

The PIN net count rate in the 15–40 keV band is
0.18 counts s"1 that is 63% of the background. Since the
systematic error of the PIN background is about 3%, the
normalization uncertainty due to the background subtraction
becomes as large as about 5%. The normalization error can
give further uncertainty to the best-fit parameters of our model-
fitting. We discuss our evaluation of the uncertainty later
in this section.

The continuum consists of both thermal and non-thermal
components. We modeled the thermal component with
a thermal bremsstrahlung emission. For the non-thermal
component, we tested three models: (1) power-law, (2) SRCut,
and (3) cut-off power-law. For the SRCut model, we fixed the
spectral index at 1 GHz as 0.77 (see Green 2004). All three
models show a similar reduced-"2 value of 1.15 (table 3).

The best-fit temperature of the thermal component is
# 4 keV for the power-law model, while it is # 1.5 keV for
the SRCut and cut-off power-law models. The best-fit roll-
off frequency of the SRCut model appears at around 0.9 keV,
which is roughly consistent with that measured using the
Beppo-SAX spectrum (1.2 keV: Vink & Laming 2003). The
best-fit flux (3.7 ! 103 Jy) at 1 GHz for the SRCut model
exceeds the measured radio flux by almost 40% (2.7 ! 103 Jy:
Green 2004). The overestimate of the model might be due
to non-linear acceleration effects (Atoyan et al. 2000). We
adopt the best-fit parameters for the cut-off power-law model
in the analysis below.

The best-fit values shown in table 3 are dependent on
the effective area and relative normalization factor that we
adopted. To calculate the XIS effective area, we consider
two cases for the angular extension: a point-like source and
the Chandra 4–6 keV band image. For the two effective
3 hhttp://www.astro.isas.jaxa.jp/suzaku/doc/suzakumemo/suzakumemo-

2008-06.pdfi.

No. S1] Suzaku Observations of Tycho’s SNR S173

Fig. 8. (a) XIS and PIN spectra fitted with a thermal bremsstrahlung, an srcut model, and Gaussian lines. (b) 68%, 90%, and 99% significance contours
of the fit.

(Reynolds & Keohane 1999).
We fitted the XIS and PIN spectra with a thermal

bremsstrahlung, an srcut model, and Gaussian lines corre-
sponding to Cr, Mn, Fe K˛, and Fe Kˇ. In the fits, we fixed the
Gaussian parameters and the temperature to kT = 4.71 keV,
which are derived in subsection 3.3, while the parameters of
the srcut model were left free. As shown in figure 8a, the
fit was successfull with !2=dof = 187.4=173. Although the
parameters were rather unconstrained, as shown in figure 8b,
the obtained radio spectral index, ˛ = 0.66, is in a good agree-
ment with the measured value of ˛ = 0.65 (Kothes et al.
2006), and the implied radio flux density at 1 GHz, 45 Jy, is not
far from the actual measurement (60 Jy: Kothes et al. 2006).
Therefore, our srcut fit appears to be physically appropriate.
Then, adopting ˛ = 0.65, we obtained a roll-off frequency of
"rollo! = 2.6 ! 1017Hz = 1.1 keV, which is slightly higher than
that derived by Chandra ("rollo! = 7.3 ! 1016 Hz = 0.3 keV:
Cassam-Chenaı̈ et al. 2007).

The roll-off frequency "rollo! is related to the maximum
electron energy, Emax, as

"rollo! = 5 ! 1015

!
B

10 #G

" !
Emax

10 TeV

"2

; (3)

where B represents the magnetic field strength. Warren et al.
(2005) presented a summary of magnetic field values, and gave
values in the range of 100 to 400#G. Then, equation (3) yields
Emax = 23 TeV with 100 #G, or 12 TeV for 400 #G. Even if
we use the fiducial magnetic field in our Galaxy, 10 #G, the
maximum electron energy is only 72 TeV.

These maximum electron energies are two to three orders
of magnitudes below the break energy (“knee”) of the cosmic-
ray spectrum around 1000 TeV. Reynolds and Keohane (1999)
pointed out that the Emax values of all Galactic supernova
remnants that they studied with ASCA data were well below
the knee energy. To evaluate the role of radiative cooling on
the electron energy spectrum, we approximate the synchrotron
radiation loss timescale, $loss, as

$loss.yr/ = 1:2 ! 104

!
B

10 #G

""2! Emax

10 TeV

""1

: (4)

With our estimate of Emax = 23 TeV and magnetic field
strength of 100#G, $loss is 52 yr. Since the time scale is smaller
than the age of Tycho’s SNR (435 yr), the electron spectrum
should suffer strongly from synchrotron cooling. This has been
directly detected in the Chandra data of Tycho’s SNR as spec-
tral steepening in the nonthermal emission across the feature-
less, thin filaments at the rim (Cassam-Chenaı̈ et al. 2007).

4.3. Abundance of Cr, Mn, and Fe

We discovered He-like Ca Kˇ, and underionized states of
Cr K˛, Mn K˛, and Fe Kˇ lines from Tycho’s SNR for the
first time. The ionization degrees of Cr and Mn were estimated
to be similar to that of Fe K˛ (Ne-like or there-abouts). To
convert the measured line fluxes or equivalent widths (table 1)
into elemental abundances, a detailed emissivity calculation
is needed. However, this is beyond the scope of the present
paper, since the current models that calculate X-ray emission
under the nonequilibrium ionization conditions do not include
the species Cr and Mn.

The relative abundances of trace elements, such as Cr and
Mn, are sensitive to the Type Ia supernova explosion mech-
anism (Iwamoto et al. 1999), and therefore should provide
an important diagnostic for these explosions. However,
the compositionally stratified nature of the supernova ejecta
coupled with the inward progression of the reverse shock,
means that great care needs to be taken when comparing
observed line fluxes and yields from model calculations. In
particular, a good fraction of the Fe produced in the explosion
that Tycho Brahe observed in 1572 still sits unshocked and cold
in the center of the remnant (Badenes et al. 2006). To fully
interpret the results presented here will require accounting for
the ejecta structure and its subsequent hydrodynamical evolu-
tion to the remnant phase. Cr and Mn K˛ lines were detected
previously only from W 49B (in which the X-ray emitting gas
is nearly in collisional ionization equilibrium), where the abun-
dances were found to be consistent with solar values (Hwang
et al. 2000; Miceli et al. 2006). Detailed emissivity calculations
for trace species in nonequilibrium hot plasmas are strongly
encouraged to open this new method for supernova nucleosyn-
thesis diagnostics.
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Figure 6: Four SNRs imaged in (dominantly) non-thermal X-rays (left)
and resolved in VHE !-rays with H.E.S.S. (right). a) RXJ1713.7!3946
with 1–3 keV data from ASCA (Uchiyama, Takahashi & Aharonian 2002),
b) RXJ0852.0!4622 with ROSAT (1.3–2.4 keV) (Aschenbach 1998), c)
RCW86 with 2–4 keV data from XMM-Newton (Vink et al. 2006) d)
SN1006 with Chandra archive data (0.5–10 keV). The H.E.S.S. data
are taken from Aharonian et al. (2006b, 2007d), Aharonian & et al. (2008),
Naumann-Godo & et al. (2006). The white scale bars are 0.5! long.
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Inconsistent with adiabatic hydrodynamic 
models of SNR evolution

Can be explained if ions are 
accelerated at the forward shock



F. Acero et al.: First detection of VHE !-rays from SN 1006 by HESS

Fig. 8. Broadband SED models of SN 1006 for a leptonic scenario
(top), a hadronic one (centre) and a mixed leptonic/hadronic scenario
(bottom). Top: Modelling was done by using an electron spectrum in
the form of a power law with an index of 2.1, an exponential cuto!
at 10 TeV and a total energy of We = 3.3 ! 1047 erg. The magnetic
field amounts to 30 µG. Centre: Modelling using a proton spectrum in
the form of a power law with an index of 2.0, an exponential cuto! at
80 TeV and a total proton energy of Wp = 3.0 ! 1050 erg (using a lower
energy cut o! of 1 GeV). The electron/proton ratio above 1 GeV was
Kep = 1 ! 10"4 with an electron spectral index of 2.1 and cuto! en-
ergy at 5 TeV. The magnetic field amounts to 120 µG and the average
medium density is 0.085 cm"3. Bottom: Modelling using a mixture of
the above two cases. The total proton energy was Wp = 2.0 ! 1050 erg,
with Kep = 7 ! 10"3, with exponential cuto!s at 8 TeV and 100 TeV
for electrons and protons respectively. The magnetic field amounts to
45 µG. The radio data Reynolds (1996), X-ray data Bamba et al. (2008)
and HESS data (sum of the two regions) are indicated. The following
processes have been taken into account: synchrotron radiation from pri-
mary electrons (dashed black lines), IC scattering (dotted red lines),
bremsstrahlung (dot-dashed green lines) and proton-proton interactions
(dotted blue lines). The Fermi/LAT sensitivity for one year is shown
(pink) for Galactic (upper) and extragalactic (lower) background. The
latter is more representative given that SN 1006 is 14# north of the
Galactic plane.

5. Discussion

The source SN 1006 is an ideal example of a shell-type super-
nova remnant because it represents a type Ia supernova explod-
ing into an approximately uniform medium and magnetic field,
thereby essentially maintaining the spherical geometry of a point
explosion. This can be attributed to the fact that SN 1006 is
about 500 pc above the Galactic plane in a relatively clean en-
vironment, where the external gas density is rather low, nH $
0.085 cm"3 as indicated by Katsuda et al. (2009). Moreover,
SN 1006 is one of the best-observed SNRs with a rich data-set of
astronomical multi-wavelength information in radio, optical and
X-rays, and all the important parameters like the ejected mass,
its distance and age are fairly well-known (Cassam-Chenaï et al.
2008). For this reason, the semi-analytical models of Truelove &
McKee (1999) can be approximately applied and the velocity of
the shock calculated. The value of the shock velocity calculated
by this means agrees well with the recent measurement in X-rays
by Katsuda et al. (2009), yielding (0.48±0.04) arcsec yr"1 in the
synchrotron emitting regions (NE and SW), which corresponds
to 5000 ± 400 km s"1 for a distance of 2.2 kpc. This does not
contradict the value of (0.28 ± 0.008) arcsec yr"1 measured by
Winkler et al. (2003) in the optical filaments, which are situated
in the NW region of the remnant. All those calculations neglect
the dynamic role of accelerated particles however, which is po-
tentially quite important.

The basic model of VHE !-ray production requires particles
accelerated to multi-TeV energies and a target comprising pho-
tons and/or matter of su"cient density. The close correlation be-
tween X-ray and VHE-emission points toward particle acceler-
ation in the strong shocks revealed by the Chandra observation
of the X-ray filaments. Moreover, the bipolar morphology of the
VHE-emission in the NE and SW regions of the remnant sup-
ports a major result of di!usive shock acceleration theory, ac-
cording to which e"cient injection of suprathermal downstream
charged nuclear ions is only possible for su"ciently small an-
gles between the ambient magnetic field and shock normal, and
therefore a higher density of accelerated nuclei at the poles is
predicted (Ellison et al. 1995; Malkov & Völk 1995; Völk et al.
2003).

Radio (Reynolds 1996) and X-ray (Bamba et al. 2008) data
integrated over the full remnant were combined with VHE !-ray
measurements to model the spectral energy distribution of the
source in a simple one-zone stationary model. For the sake of
consistency, the VHE !-ray energy distribution was determined
from the sum of the two previously defined regions. In this phe-
nomenological model the current distribution of particles (elec-
trons and/or protons) is prescribed with a given spectral shape
corresponding to a power law with an exponential cuto!, from
which emission due to synchrotron radiation, bremsstrahlung
and IC scattering on the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB)
photons is computed. The "0 production through interactions of
protons with the ambient matter are obtained following Kelner
et al. (2006).

It is clear that this model oversimplifies the acceleration
process in an expanding remnant, as discussed by e.g. Drury
et al. (1989) and Berezhko et al. (1996). In addition one must in-
clude the uncertainties introduced by the dynamics of the ejecta,
the nonuniform structure of the ambient medium and the com-
plexities of the reaction of the accelerated particles on both the
magnetic field and the remnant dynamics. This is of importance
when comparing the data to the model results below.

Assuming first a purely leptonic form (Fig. 8, top), the radio
and X-ray data constrain the synchrotron part of the SED in a
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= Gamma rays from decays of π0 mesons
pp → ppπ0

π0 → 2γ

TeV gamma-ray spectra can be fit by π0-decay 
emission (hadronic model)

but also by leptonic emission such as inverse 
Compton scattering or bremsstrahlung 

(leptonic model)
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could be accommodated in a leptonic model, and thus how the
peak of the IC emission can be pushed into the EGRET range.
Taking a typical Galactic radiation field (which might not be
realistic in, e.g., binary system with a massive stellar compo-
nent), either rather high magnetic fields (green solid curve) or
rather old sources have to be invoked (dash-dotted red curve).
The high magnetic field scenario would, however, lead to the
prediction of a very high X-ray flux. This prediction contradicts
the faint X-ray emission detected from this object (at the level of
10!13 erg cm!2 s!1), as well as in most other Galactic VHE !-ray
sources (where the X-ray emission is typically at the same level
or below the VHE !-ray energy flux). To explain the !-ray emis-
sion of coincident sources through leptonic IC emission, the sources
should thus be rather old to be able to accumulate enough low-
energy electrons to explain the high GeV flux in a typical Ga-
lactic radiation field. They should then, however, either be rather
bright X-ray emitters or be very old.

VHE !-ray sources may be detectable using GLAST even if
the !-ray emission is generated by IC scattering on a typical Ga-
lactic radiation field, as demonstrated for the SNR RX J1713.7!
3946, where aGLAST detection should shed light on the heavily
debated origin of the TeV emission (Funk et al. 2007b). !-rays
of leptonic origin (produced by IC) might be distinguishable
from those of hadronic origin (produced by "0 decay) through
their characteristic spectral shape, although recent claims have
been made that under certain conditions the leptonic !-ray spec-
tra might resemble those of pionic decays (Ellison et al. 2007).
Figure 11 shows that theGLAST LATwill have the sensitivity to
measure energy spectra (in 5 yr of scanning observations) for
both hadronic and leptonic emission scenarios, illustrating that
the LAT energy range is particularly well suited to distinguish
these models. Measuring the spectral shape of the !-ray emis-
sion through deep GeV observations with the GLAST LAT will

play an important role in interpreting the currently known TeV
!-ray sources.

5.2. The Nonconnection of GeV and TeV Sources

For sources where no positional coincidence has been found
for the GeVand TeV domains both instrumental and astrophysical
explanations can be invoked.

5.2.1. Instrumental Reasons for Nonconnection

The most obvious reason for a nondetection of a TeV source
with EGRET is the sensitivity mismatch. In a typical "5 hr ob-
servation H.E.S.S. has an energy flux sensitivity of about a fac-
tor of "50Y80 lower than that of EGRET for its entire lifetime
(above 1 GeV in the Galactic plane). In addition, with decreasing
detection significance an increasing number of EGRET sources
are expected to be artificial due to source confusion in the Galactic
plane and in particular due to uncertainties from the model chosen
to describe the dominant diffuse !-ray emission. TheGLAST LAT
will inevitably shed more light on all persistent EGRET sources,
since these will be rather bright !-ray sources for the LAT in-
strument. However, it should be noted that the brightest Galactic
H.E.S.S. sources (such as RX J1713.7!3946) are not going to be
very bright GLAST sources, as discussed in the previous section.
Certainly, similar to EGRET, the LAT will (at the lower end of
the energy range) suffer from uncertainties and systematic effects
due to intrinsic properties of the experimental approach, and in
particular due to the modeling of the diffuse !-ray background—
however, at a lower flux level.

Another instrumental effect that could render a correlation be-
tween GeVand TeV sources unlikely is the insensitivity of imag-
ing VHE !-ray instruments to very extended sources (radius> 1#)
without significant substructure. The EGRET data do not put
strong constraints on the source extension of a typical source in
the Galactic plane. Source extensions that can be derived from
the data are on the scale of the EGRET PSF, i.e., degree scales. The
angular resolution (and thus the maximum sensitivity) of VHE
!-ray instruments on the other hand is of the order of a few arc-
minutes. The upper limits for H.E.S.S. at the positions of EGRET
sources quoted in this study are derived under the assumption of a
pointlike source (with a typical size of the source region of less
than "0.1# rms width). The sensitivity and thus the upper limit
scales roughly linearly with the source size (Funk 2005) and for
source sizes in excess of "1#, the H.E.S.S. data become com-
pletely unconstraining due to the fact that the source size becomes
comparable with the size of the FoVand no reliable background
estimation can be performed (see Berge et al. 2007 for a descrip-
tion of the background estimation techniques used). Large-FoV
instruments (with poorer angular resolution) such as Milagro
(Atkins et al. 2000), are better suited to detect sources with in-
trinsically large sizes in VHE !-rays (with sufficiently high flux-
es). However, due to their modest ("1#) angular resolution, such
instruments suffer from problems of source confusion similar to
those of current GeVmeasurements. Indeed, several of the recently
reported Milagro source candidates are coincident with EGRET
sources (Abdo et al. 2007). Hypothesising that EGRET sources
exhibit angular sizes larger than "1#, Milagro-type instruments
might be better suited to detect large-scale emission at VHE !-ray
energies. Again, the GLAST LAT, with its superior angular resolu-
tion to EGRET, will shed more light on the issue of the intrinsic
sizes of GeV sources in the Galactic plane. The constraints on the
power-law extrapolation of EGRETsources by sensitive H.E.S.S.
upper limits as derived in the previous sections are naturally only

Fig. 11.—High-energy SED for the SNR RX J1713.7!3946. The black data
points show measurements with H.E.S.S., whereas the blue circles and red tri-
angles show simulatedGLAST data, assuming two different models ( leptonic and
hadronic) for the !-ray emission (dashed red and solid blue lines, respectively).
This simulation uses the current best estimate of the LAT performance and
illustrate that in principle theGLAST LATshould be able to detect this prominent
shell-type SNR in a 5 yr observation or faster, depending on the emission mech-
anism. This figure has been reproduced from Funk et al. (2007b).
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Funk+ 2008

Prelaunch Simulation (RX J1713.7–3946)

Pair-production telescope launched in June, 2008
Energy Range: from 20 MeV to > 300 GeV

Angler Resolution: < 1° (68% containment at 1 GeV)
Effective Area: 8000 cm2 (on axis at 1 GeV) 

Field of  View: 2.4 sr

Covers the key energy range to study SNRs
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Figure 6: Four SNRs imaged in (dominantly) non-thermal X-rays (left)
and resolved in VHE !-rays with H.E.S.S. (right). a) RXJ1713.7!3946
with 1–3 keV data from ASCA (Uchiyama, Takahashi & Aharonian 2002),
b) RXJ0852.0!4622 with ROSAT (1.3–2.4 keV) (Aschenbach 1998), c)
RCW86 with 2–4 keV data from XMM-Newton (Vink et al. 2006) d)
SN1006 with Chandra archive data (0.5–10 keV). The H.E.S.S. data
are taken from Aharonian et al. (2006b, 2007d), Aharonian & et al. (2008),
Naumann-Godo & et al. (2006). The white scale bars are 0.5! long.
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One of the well studied TeV-bright SNRs

Age ~ 1600 yr,   Distance ~ 1 kpc

X-rays dominated by non-thermal emission (e.g.  Takahashi+ 2008)

Similar morphologies between X-rays and TeV gamma rays



Leptonic or Hadronic ?
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Figure 3. Simulated Suzaku XIS spectra of RX J1713.3!3946. In the top panel,
the best-fit hadronic model is shown with np = 0.2 cm!3, while in the bottom
panel, the best-fit leptonic model is shown with np = 0.05 cm!3. In both panels,
the blue curve is the contribution from the thermal X-ray emission, while the
red curve is the contribution from synchrotron emission. The spectra correspond
to a simulated 20 ks observation and are normalized to match the unabsorbed
1.0–10.0 keV flux of 7.65 " 10!10 erg cm!2 s!1 found by Tanaka et al. (2008).
In these simulated observations, we assume a Galactic nH = 7.9 " 1021 cm!2.

smooth Suzaku observations. In addition to the parameters
discussed already, we have arbitrarily adjusted the overall
normalization of both models to match the observations. The
hadronic model has been multiplied by 0.95 and the leptonic
model by 0.2. Normalization values <1 might correspond,
observationally, to a partially complete shell morphology for
the SNR, or possibly some reduction in the DSA injection and/
or acceleration efficiency over some fraction of the SNR surface
(e.g., Berezhko & Völk 2008).

In Figure 3, we show our best-fit hadronic and leptonic
models, folded through the Suzaku XIS instrument response.8
For both models, we simulated 20 ks observations of the entire
SNR with no background subtraction, assuming a Galactic
column density nH = 7.9 " 1021 cm!2. When compared to
the Suzaku observations (cf. Figures 10 or 11 in Tanaka et al.
2008), it is clear that Suzaku would have detected lines as strong
as those produced in our hadronic model had they been present.

In Figure 4, we show broadband fits to radio, Suzaku, prelimi-
nary Fermi-LAT, and HESS observations of RX J1713.7!3946.
The hadronic and leptonic models both produce reasonable fits
if the thermal X-ray line emission is ignored. When the thermal
X-rays are considered, the hadronic model is excluded. Only
the cosmic microwave background is used to determine the IC
emission.

It is important to note in considering Figures 2 and 4 that
equally good fits to the continuum observations can be obtained
with different parameter combinations. This, and the fact that

8 Response matrices are available at http://heasarc.nasa.gov/docs/suzaku/
prop_tools/xis_mat.html.

Figure 4. Broadband fits to radio (Acero et al. 2009), Suzaku (Tanaka et al.
2008), preliminary Fermi-LAT (Funk et al. 2009), and HESS observations
(Aharonian et al. 2007) of RX J1713.7!3946. The top panel is our hadronic
model and the bottom panel is our leptonic model. In both cases, the blue curve is
synchrotron, the black is pion decay, the red is IC, and the dotted is non-thermal
bremsstrahlung. The dashed black curve is the sum including the X-ray line
emission. As in Figure 2, a normalization factor of 0.95 (0.2) has been applied
to the hadronic (leptonic) model.

the various models that have been applied to RX J1713.7!3946
differ in details, accounts for the relatively small differences
in parameters we obtain compared to those obtained by other
modelers (e.g., Berezhko & Völk 2008; Morlino et al. 2009).
However, consistency with the thermal X-ray line emission
forces the CSM density down and Kep up so no set of parameters
can be found that result in pion decay dominating the GeV–TeV
emission.

Characteristically of efficient DSA, the CR-hydro-NEI model
produces an overall shock compression, Rtot > 4, and a
subshock compression, Rsub < 4. Nevertheless, even with 50%
efficiency (EDSA = 0.5), Rsub remains large enough for electrons
temperatures to be high enough for strong line production.

The only factor we see that could lower the thermal emission
substantially in a uniform CSM model, is the abundance. If the
CSM is nearly devoid of heavy elements, thermal line emission
will be suppressed. Depletion onto dust will cut down C, Mg, Si,
and Fe, but it will not affect the O lines, which are the brightest
in the model, or N or Ne. Furthermore, a substantial fraction
of the dust is destroyed once net becomes a few times 1010 s
cm!3, so some of the refractory elements would be liberated
(e.g., Williams et al. 2006). One does not expect really severe
depletion in the low density uniform medium, but there could
be significant dust in a red giant wind.

Difficult to explain Suzaku and H.E.S.S. spectra with 
leptonic emission from the same electron population 

However, if the gamma rays are of hadronic origin, 
Suzaku would have detected thermal emission

(Note that they assumed uniform CSM)

(Tanaka+ 2008)

(Ellison+ 2010)



RX J1713: Fermi LAT Image
The Fermi LAT collaboration recently published the results (Abdo+ 2011) 

Spatially extended source at the location of the SNR
The extent determined by a maximum likelihood fit is consistent with that of the 

SNR observed in other wavelengths– 19 –
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Fig. 2.— Panel (a): Counts/sq. deg. observed by the Fermi LAT above 3 GeV in the

region around RX J1713.7−3946. The map is smoothed with a 0.3
◦
-wide Gaussian kernel

corresponding to the width of the LAT PSF at 3 GeV. H.E.S.S. TeV emission contours

are shown in black (Aharonian et al. 2007). Rectangles indicate the positions of 1FGL

sources. Circles indicate the additional sources considered in our background model. Panel
(b): Residual counts after the subtraction of the counts attributed to the background model.

Panel (c): Residual counts after the subtraction of the counts attributed to the background

model and to RX J1713.7−3946.

Before background subtraction After background (contributions from diffuse 
backgrounds + other sources) subtraction

Fermi LAT count maps (> 3 GeV)



RX J1713: Fermi LAT Spectrum

The Fermi LAT + H.E.S.S. spectrum can be fit well with leptonic models
How to reconcile with the large magnetic field?

If interpreted with hadronic models, extremely hard proton spectrum is required to fit the data
(proton index must be sp ~ 1.5 to fit the Fermi LAT spectrum)

Fermi LAT spectrum:  Very hard with Γ = 1.5 ± 0.1 (stat) ± 0.1 (sys)



Hard Gamma-Ray Spectrum
TOWARD UNDERSTANDING THE YOUNG SNRs INTERACTING WITH CLOUDS 11

wind shell ISM

B amplification

wind bubble

dense clump/core

radiation

shocked clump/core

hadronic !-rays

reflected shock

short-time variability
of X-rays

synchrotron

exploded star

eddy generation/

primary shock

FIG. 10.— Schematic picture of the shock-cloud interaction model. Pri-
mary forward shock wave propagates through the cloudy wind bubble, where
particle acceleration operates. Transmitted shock waves in clouds are stalled,
which suppresses thermal X-ray line emission and particle acceleration in
clouds. Shock-cloud interactions induce shock deformations and turbulent
eddies. The turbulent dynamo effect amplifies the magnetic field that en-
hances synchrotron emissions. Secondary reflected shock waves are gener-
ated when the primary shock hits clouds that induce the short-time variabil-
ity of synchrotron X rays where magnetic field strength is ∼ 1 mG around
shocked clouds. Hadronic gamma rays are emitted from dense clouds illu-
minated by accelerated protons whose photon index can be p − 1/2 = 1.5 for
p = 2.

shock-cloud interaction model predicts the following charac-
teristics (1)-(5). The schematic picture of the shock-cloud in-
teraction model is given in Fig. 10.

(1) Synchrotron emissions will be more powerful in the
cloud-rich regions than the regions without clouds because
of the turbulent amplification of the magnetic field as a con-
sequence of the shock-cloud interaction. In other words, on
several parsec scales, the X-ray emissions will spatially corre-
late with the CO distribution. Note that there is no necessity to
always find CO emissions near the X-ray bright regions, be-
cause a considerable amount of CO molecules in clouds can
be dissociated due to the UV radiation from the massive pro-
genitor star and also because shock heating dissociates CO
molecules in the shocked clouds.

(2) In small scales on the order of sub parsecs, the local
peaks of X-ray emissions will show anti-correlation with the
local peaks of CO emissions, because the magnetic field am-
plifications arise most strongly around the clouds, in partic-
ular, at the transition layers between the clouds and diffuse
gas.

(3) Since the magnetic field strength maximally grows to
the level of 1 mG near clouds, the short-time variability of X-
rays can be found in the X-ray bright regions especially in the
vicinity of the clouds (see, §4.1 for detail).

(4) The primary shock wave propagates with high velocity
in the diffuse gas where synchrotron filaments can be formed
as the SNRs in diffuse circumstances (e.g., Vink & Laming
2003, Bamba et al. 2003, 2005) and leptonic gamma-ray
emission would also be emitted, while in the clouds the trans-
mitted shock waves are stalled where the particle acceleration
is inefficient.

(5) If the hadronic gamma rays emitted from clouds are

more powerful than the leptonic emissions from the primary
shock in the diffuse gas, the gamma-ray emissions will show
good spatial correlation with CO distribution. Note again that
there is no necessity to always find CO bright regions at the
gamma-ray bright regions because of the CO dissociation by
UV radiation and shock heating.

In the case of RX J1713.7−3946, the distributions of bright
X-ray regions are globally well correlated with the distribu-
tion of CO line emissions, which is consistent with the fea-
ture (1). In addition, recent observation by Sano et al. (2010)
showed that the local peaks of X-rays are located around the
local peaks of CO line emissions, which supports the feature
(2) of our scenario. Furthermore, the regions that show the
short-time variability of X-rays discovered by Uchiyama et al.
(2007) are located in the CO rich region that is also consistent
with the feature (3).

Although the spatial resolution of gamma rays in RX
J1713.7−3946 is not sufficient to be compared with the distri-
bution of CO line emissions, these two seem correlated in the
sense that the gamma-ray emissions are stronger in the north-
west region where the CO emissions are also strong that is
consistent with the feature (5) of our model. Future gamma-
ray observations with higher spatial resolution may clarify
the correlation. However, in the southeast region, gamma
rays are detected despite no CO emissions. Since the flux of
hadronic gamma-ray emission depends linearly on the mass
of clouds, this may suggest two possible interpretations of
the gamma-ray emissions in the southeast region. One is that
CO molecules are dissociated by UV radiation because of a
smaller column density of clouds than other regions or CO
molecules are dissociated by shock heating due to the smaller
density than other regions. In that case, HI emissions may
be found to compensate for the missing mass. Another possi-
bility is that there are no clouds in the southeast region, and
gamma-ray flux from that region is determined by the leptonic
emission.

5. SUMMARY

We have examined the propagation of a strong shock wave
(vsh ∼ 2500 km/s), which corresponds to a supernova blast
wave shock with the age of ∼ 103 years, through a cloudy
medium formed as a consequence of the thermal instability by
using three-dimensional MHD simulations. We found that the
shock-cloud interaction leads to deformation of a shock front
and leaves vortices or turbulence behind the shock wave. The
magnetic field behind the shock wave is amplified as a result
of the turbulent dynamo action. The maximum magnetic field
strength reaches up to 1 mG that is determined by the con-
dition of plasma β ∼ 1. This is consistent with the previous
simulations performed in limited two-dimensional geometry
(Inoue et al. 2009). The scale of the region where B ∼ 1 mG
is determined by the thickness of the transition layer between
the cloud and surrounding diffuse gas (∼ 0.05 pc) at which
the vortex is induced most strongly. The shock-cloud inter-
actions generate many secondary shocks in the SNR at which
particle acceleration can operate. The acceleration due to the
secondary shocks in the region with B ∼ 1 mG would be the
origin of the short-time variability of X-rays discovered in the
SNR RX J1713.7−3946 (Uchiyama et al. 2007).

We also found that, since the medium formed as a conse-
quence of the thermal instability is very clumpy, a shock wave
propagating in the cloud is stalled heavily, while a shock in the
diffuse gas is not. This gives the following important features
of SNRs interacting with interstellar clouds: (1) The global

They considered  highly inhomogeneous 
structure of the molecular cloud interacting 

with RX J1713.7–3946 (Fukui+ 2004)

SN explosion in a bubble created by stellar 
wind from the massive progenitor

Dense clumps stay inside the bubble because 
of their high density

Higher energy protons can penetrate into the 
cloud core where target gas density is high

Photon index of π0-decay gamma rays can be 
sp – 0.5 = 1.5 for sp = 2, where sp is index of the 

proton acceleration spectrum

Simple discussion based solely 
on gamma-ray spectral shape 

may not be correct!!

An interesting paper by Inoue+ (2011)



RX J0852.0–4622 (Vela Jr.)

Vela Jr.

Vela X
Vela SNR

Vela Jr.

Puppis A

0.1 keV < E < 2.4 keV E > 1.3 keV TeV

Another TeV-bright young SNR

Discovered by ROSAT (Aschenbach 1998)

Non-thermal X-rays (Slane+ 2001)

Detected in TeV 
CANGAROO: Katagiri+ (2005)

Spatially resolved image by H.E.S.S. 
(Aharonian+ 2005, 2007)

Latest estimate of age & distance (Katsuda+ 2008):
τ = 1700–4300 yr,  D ~ 750 pc

(Further away than the Vela SNR)

TeV Gamma-ray Image by H.E.S.S. 
(Aharonian+ 2007)

Contours: ROSAT (E > 1.3 keV)



RX J0852: Fermi LAT Image
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with ROSAT contours with H.E.S.S. contours

Fermi LAT count maps (> 10 GeV)

Spatially extended source at the location of the SNR RX J0852.0–4622
The emission clearly detected in the high energy region (Hereafter we show results with events > 5 GeV)

Using a uniform disk as a spatial template, we obtain a radius of 1.12 (+0.07, –0.06) deg, 
which is consistent with the extent observed in radio, X-rays, and TeV gamma rays

Tanaka+ 2011 in prep.



RX J0852: Fermi LAT Spectrum

sync

sync

IC

IC

π0 decays

Fermi LAT
H.E.S.S.

Red vertical bars: statistical errors
Black caps: systematic errors

Power-law fit to the Fermi LAT spectrum yields Γ = 1.87 ± 0.08 (stat) ± 0.17 (sys)

The hadronic model requires a large amount of protons (5 × 1050 erg for n = 0.1 cm–3)
How to reconcile the weak magnetic field with X-ray filaments in the case of the leptonic model

Tanaka+ 2011 in prep.



Middle-Aged SNRs 
with Shock-Cloud Interactions



SNRs Interacting with Molecular Clouds
Interaction with molecular clouds → higher gas density
                                                  → we can expect brighter π0-decay emission

Wp: total energy in accelerated protons, 
n: target gas density, 
d: distance to the SNR

F ∝ Wp n

d2
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p
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0
E

W28

γ Cygni

W44

IC 443

EGRET error circles on ROSAT X-ray contours 
(Esposito+ 1996)

EGRET found gamma-ray sources around 
SNRs interacting with molecular clouds

However, no firm association of the 
sources with the SNRs



W44

12 C!"#$%%$##& $# !%.: Low-frequency observations of SNR W44
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Fig. 4. Image of SNR W44 at 324 MHz. The grayscale is linear ranging from 20 to 60 mJy beam!1. The rms noise level is 5.0 mJy beam!1. The
synthesized beam shown at the bottom left corner is 13"" # 13"" . The black plus sign indicates the position of the PSR B1853+01.

Fig. 7. (a) 324 MHz image of W44 with 25"" resolution showing the location of the brightest filaments. (b) Spectral index map between 324 and
1442 MHz (50"" resolution). (c) Spectral index map between 74 and 324 MHz (50"" resolution). The 0.15 Jy beam!1 contour from the 25"" resolution
324 MHz image is included on each panel to facilitate the comparison between spectral continuum and total power features. Only regions with flux
densities greater than 4! were used to create the spectral index maps in (b) and (c). Both spectral index maps have the same color scale (displayed
to the right).

Age: 2.0 × 104 yr, Distance: 3kpc
Spatial extent: ~ 35 arcmin × 26 arcmin

Spatially coincident with 3EG J1856+0114

Bright radio source (S1GHz ~ 230 Jy)
Filamentary shell structures

Cloud-shell interactions 
CO (Seta et al. 2004), 

OH maser (1720 MHz: Hoffman et al. 2005), 
mid-IR (traces shocked H2; Reach et al. 2006 )

Green: Spitzer IRAC 4.5 μm 
Reach et al. (2006)

VLA 324 MHz
Castelletti et al. (2007)



W44: Fermi LAT Image
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Black cross: location of PSR B1853+01,  Green contours: Spitzer IRAC 4.5 μm

Results of maximum likelihood analysis also prefer ring-like morphology 
rather than centrally filled morphology (> 8 σ)

Abdo+ 2010



W44: Fermi LAT Spectrum

Spectral break at a few GeV
 π0-decay model can explain the data well

Leptonic scenarios have difficulties
Bremsstrahlung: difficult to fit the radio and GeV data at the same time

IC: requires large amount of electrons (~ 1051 erg) 

Red vertical bars: 1-σ statistical errors
Black vertical bars: systematic errors

Milagro

HEGRA

Whipple

Abdo+ 2010



Similar Case: W51C

π0-decay

Brems

IC

H.E.S.S.

Age: 3.0 × 104 yr,  Distance: 6 kpc

One of the most luminous gamma-ray sources L = 1 × 1036 (D/6 kpc)2 erg s–1

Spectral steepening 
 π0-decay model can reasonably explain the data 

Leptonic scenarios have difficulties similar to those for W44

Count Map 
(2–10 GeV)

Abdo+ 2009

Contours: ROSAT X-ray (Koo+ 1995)
Dashed magenta ellipse: shocked CO clumps (Koo & Moon 1997)

Green crossed: HII regions (Carpenter & Sanders 1998)
Diamond: CXO J192318.5+143035 (PWN?) (Koo+ 2005)



Similar Case: IC 443

π0-decay

Abdo+ 2009

Gaensler+ 2006

Spatially extended emission detected with the Fermi LAT
Similar spectral steepening to W51C and W44



Gamma-Ray Production Site 

correlated with 

Uchiyama+ 2010

e.g. Ohira+ 2010



Crushed Cloud Model
No. 1, 2010 GAMMA-RAY EMISSION FROM GeV-BRIGHT SNRs L125

Figure 2. Radio (left) and ! -ray (right) spectra of SNR W44 together with the
reacceleration model using the parameters in Table 1, most of which are copied
from Reach et al. (2005). The radio fluxes are scaled by a factor of 0.5 (see the
text).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

3.1. Gamma-ray Luminosity

We show here that the ! -ray luminosity anticipated within
this scenario agrees well with the observed luminosity of
! 1035 erg s"1. In Figure 1, the ! -ray spectra of SNRs W51C,
W44, and IC 443 measured with the Fermi LAT are shown
in the so-called "L" form in units of 1035 erg s"1. The LAT
spectral points are taken from Abdo et al. (2009, 2010a, 2010b)
and converted into the "L" form using the distances of 6 kpc
(W51C), 2.9 kpc (W44), and 1.5 kpc (IC 443).

To demonstrate the expected level of the ! -ray luminosity,
we present the spectra of #0-decay ! -rays with varying R, n0,
and E51. The following parameters are fixed: b = 2, f = 0.2,
na,0 = 1. Also, pmax is set by adopting $ = 10, and pbr is
set by T4 = 2 and by the ionization fraction calculated based
on HM89, here and hereafter. The ! -ray spectra simply scale
as # f , and depend very weakly on na. The black lines in
Figure 1 show the results obtained for n0,2 = 0.3 (solid curve)
and n0,2 = 3 (dashed curve) in the case of R = 10 pc and
E51 = 1. The ! -ray luminosity around 1 GeV varies only within
a factor of ! 2 between n0,2 = 0.3 and n0,2 = 3, while that
at 100 GeV changes more than an order of magnitude. On the
other hand, the blue lines in Figure 1 show the spectra calculated
for R = 5 pc (solid curve) and R = 15 pc (dashed curve)
in the case of n0,2 = 1 and E51 = 1. The ! -ray luminosity
differs by a factor of ! 3. We note that the shocked cloud
mass amounts to ! 104 M$ in the case of R = 15 pc. Finally,
to explore the most luminous scenario, we adopt E51 = 5
together with R = 30 pc and n0,2 = 1 (red curve). The
! -ray luminosity reaches ! 1036 erg s"1, in good agreement
with the observations of SNR W51C, which is indeed the most
luminous SNRs in gamma-rays. Our model generally predicts
L! ! 1035 (f/0.2) E

2/3
51 erg s"1 to the first order, which led us

to conclude that the Fermi-detected ! -rays are quite likely due
to the decays of #0-mesons produced by the pre-existing CRs
accelerated and subsequently compressed in the shocked cloud.

3.2. Flat Radio Spectra

The GeV-bright SNRs W51C, W44, and IC 443 are also
radio-bright objects. As shell-type SNRs, their radio spectra
are remarkably flat with a spectral index of % % 0.26 (W51C:
Moon & Koo 1994), % % 0.37 (W44: Castelletti et al. 2007),
and % % 0.36 (IC 443: Erickson & Mahoney 1985), with

a typical uncertainty of 0.02, being inconsistent with % =
0.5 that is expected by shock-acceleration theory. Our model
naturally explains the flat radio spectrum. Let us demonstrate
by presenting the radio and ! -ray modeling of SNR W44 how
the radio and ! -ray spectra can be simultaneously reproduced.

Radio (Castelletti et al. 2007) and ! -ray (Abdo et al. 2010a)
spectra of SNR W44 are shown in Figure 2. One half of the total
synchrotron flux measured for W44 is assumed to originate in a
fast molecular shock, which is roughly consistent with Table 2
of Reach et al. (2005). The rest is attributed to the blast wave
region. Table 2 of Reach et al. (2005) was chosen as an initial set
of model parameters: R12.5 = 1, t4 = 1, E51 = 5, and n0,2 = 2.
We then attempted to reproduce the nonthermal radiation spectra
by varying f and B0, and found that f = 0.18 and B0 = 25 µG
provide a good fit to the data (see Table 1 and Figure 2). The
radio measurements can be reconciled with this model in which
the synchrotron radiation is largely contributed by secondary
electrons and positrons. The flat radio spectrum is generically
expected in our model.

4. DISCUSSION

The radiatively compressed cloud provides a simple expla-
nation for the radio and ! -ray data. Interestingly, the observed
steepening in the ! -ray spectra is successfully reproduced by
pbr in the case of SNR W44. However, there may be other expla-
nations for the steepening. For example, high-energy particles
may be prone to escape from the compressed magnetized cloud.
Also, the spectral break may be due to the fact that the crushed
clouds have a range of n0. A superposition of ! -ray spectra
characterized by different pmax (as a result of different n0) could
look like a break. We are primarily interested in understanding
the ! -ray luminosity rather than the spectral shape in this Letter,
and therefore we did not explore this issue.

The simple reacceleration of pre-existing CRs and subsequent
compression alone would not fully explain the ! -rays associ-
ated with cloud-interacting SNRs. For example, the GeV–TeV
! -ray emission found outside the radio boundary of SNR W28
(Aharonian et al. 2008; Giuliani et al. 2010; Abdo et al. 2010c)
may represent the molecular cloud illuminated by runaway CRs
(Aharonian & Atoyan 1996; Gabici et al. 2009). Also, we as-
sumed pre-existing CRs in the cloud to have the same spectra
as the galactic CRs in the vicinity of the solar system. However,
the ambient CRs in the pre-shock cloud may deviate from the
galactic pool due to the runaway CRs that have escaped from
SNR shocks at earlier epochs. If this is the case, modeling of
the ! -ray spectrum, at TeV energies in particular, should take
into account modified pre-existing CRs in the pre-shock cloud.

We acknowledge the useful suggestions of the anonymous
referee, which improved the manuscript. We thank Heinz Völk
and Felix Aharonian for valuable discussions.
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Uchiyama+ 2010Results for W44

Reacceleration of  pre-exsiting Galactic cosmic rays at cloud radiative shocks
Naturally explain the large gamma-ray luminosity of ~ 1035 erg s–1

and the flat (α = 0.37) radio spectrum 
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A Escape Model Case?: W28
Abdo+ 2010
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Figure 2. Close-up views of the LAT 2–10 GeV count map around W28. The counts map is smoothed by a Gaussian kernel of ! = 0.!2, with the pixel size of 0.!025.
The inset of each figure shows the effective LAT PSF for a photon spectral index of 2.5. The green circle in the north of each figure indicates the best-fit disk size for
Source N. The green cross indicates the position of Source S. White diamonds indicate H ii regions: W28A2 (see the text), G6.1"0.6 (Kuchar & Clark 1997), and
G6.225"0.569 (Lockman 1989). The diamond on the right is W28A2. Black contours in panel (a) show the HESS significance map for TeV gamma rays at 20%, 40%,
60%, and 80% of the peak value (Aharonian et al. 2008). Bright TeV spots in the south are HESS J1800-240 A, B, and C as indicated in the figure. Black contours
in panel (b) give CO (J = 1–0) line intensity taken by NANTEN at 25%, 50%, and 75% levels, for the velocity range from 0 km s"1 to 20 km s"1, corresponding to
kinematic distances of approximately 0 to #4 kpc (Mizuno & Fukui 2004; Takeuchi et al. 2010). Black contours in panel (c) indicate the VLA 90 cm image at 25%,
50%, and 75% of the peak intensity (Brogan et al. 2006). Outer boundaries of SNRs, as determined by the radio images, are drawn as white dashed circles. A white
plus sign shows the position of PSR J1801"23.

ScienceTools. The likelihood is the product of the probability
of observing the gamma-ray counts of each spatial and energy
bin given the emission model, and the best parameter values are
estimated by maximizing the likelihood of the data given the
model (Mattox et al. 1996). The probability density function for
the likelihood analysis included (1) individual sources detected
in the preliminary LAT one-year catalog, (2) the Galactic
diffuse emission resulting from cosmic-ray interactions with
the interstellar medium and radiation based on the LAT standard
diffuse background model gll_iem_v02 available from FSSC,52

and (3) the isotropic component to represent extragalactic and

52 The model can be downloaded from
http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/BackgroundModels.html.

residual cosmic-ray backgrounds using the isotropic spectral
template isotropic_iem_v02 from FSSC. Note that we make
energy-dependent corrections of the Galactic diffuse model by
multiplying a power-law function with the spectral index free
to vary in the fit. This correction gives better spectral fits by
taking into account local systematic discrepancies between the
data and the Galactic diffuse model. The region of interest for
the binned maximum likelihood analysis was a square region
of 20!$20! centered on W28 with a pixel size of 0.!1. The
instrument response functions (IRFs) used in our work were the
“Pass 6 v3” (P6_V3) IRFs, which were developed following
launch to address gamma-ray detection inefficiencies that are
correlated with background rates.
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Figure 2. Close-up views of the LAT 2–10 GeV count map around W28. The counts map is smoothed by a Gaussian kernel of ! = 0.!2, with the pixel size of 0.!025.
The inset of each figure shows the effective LAT PSF for a photon spectral index of 2.5. The green circle in the north of each figure indicates the best-fit disk size for
Source N. The green cross indicates the position of Source S. White diamonds indicate H ii regions: W28A2 (see the text), G6.1"0.6 (Kuchar & Clark 1997), and
G6.225"0.569 (Lockman 1989). The diamond on the right is W28A2. Black contours in panel (a) show the HESS significance map for TeV gamma rays at 20%, 40%,
60%, and 80% of the peak value (Aharonian et al. 2008). Bright TeV spots in the south are HESS J1800-240 A, B, and C as indicated in the figure. Black contours
in panel (b) give CO (J = 1–0) line intensity taken by NANTEN at 25%, 50%, and 75% levels, for the velocity range from 0 km s"1 to 20 km s"1, corresponding to
kinematic distances of approximately 0 to #4 kpc (Mizuno & Fukui 2004; Takeuchi et al. 2010). Black contours in panel (c) indicate the VLA 90 cm image at 25%,
50%, and 75% of the peak intensity (Brogan et al. 2006). Outer boundaries of SNRs, as determined by the radio images, are drawn as white dashed circles. A white
plus sign shows the position of PSR J1801"23.

ScienceTools. The likelihood is the product of the probability
of observing the gamma-ray counts of each spatial and energy
bin given the emission model, and the best parameter values are
estimated by maximizing the likelihood of the data given the
model (Mattox et al. 1996). The probability density function for
the likelihood analysis included (1) individual sources detected
in the preliminary LAT one-year catalog, (2) the Galactic
diffuse emission resulting from cosmic-ray interactions with
the interstellar medium and radiation based on the LAT standard
diffuse background model gll_iem_v02 available from FSSC,52

and (3) the isotropic component to represent extragalactic and

52 The model can be downloaded from
http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/BackgroundModels.html.

residual cosmic-ray backgrounds using the isotropic spectral
template isotropic_iem_v02 from FSSC. Note that we make
energy-dependent corrections of the Galactic diffuse model by
multiplying a power-law function with the spectral index free
to vary in the fit. This correction gives better spectral fits by
taking into account local systematic discrepancies between the
data and the Galactic diffuse model. The region of interest for
the binned maximum likelihood analysis was a square region
of 20!$20! centered on W28 with a pixel size of 0.!1. The
instrument response functions (IRFs) used in our work were the
“Pass 6 v3” (P6_V3) IRFs, which were developed following
launch to address gamma-ray detection inefficiencies that are
correlated with background rates.
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Gamma-ray emission from a molecular cloud outside the SNR



Summary

• X-ray and TeV gamma-ray observations have been providing 
evidence for cosmic-ray acceleration in SNRs

• GeV observations by the Fermi LAT opened up a new 
window to study particle acceleration in SNRs

• Fermi LAT detected gamma rays from two major TeV-bright 
SNRs, RX J1713.7–3946 and RX J0852.0–4622 (Vela Jr.)

• Bright GeV emission from SNRs interacting with molecular 
clouds

• New observational results triggered theoretical studies to 
explain multiwavelength spectra of SNRs


